We recommend talking with your PBIS team before deciding about your point/expectation type. While choosing a
point/expectation type is required now, you CAN change it once you are logged into PBIS Rewards.

Points Only
1-10

Expectations with 1-Point
Scale

Fewer mouse clicks to award
points so speeds up process
of awarding points.

Reports clearly show where
success is happening with
respect to values/expectations
which can help you see where
work is needed

Simplest tracking of points
Advantages

Clear distinction on
recognizing when a student
demonstrates a
value/expectation
No view into how behaviors
align with school
values/expectations

More thinking required to
determine awarding of points
More mouse clicks to award as
compared to Points-Only

Disadvantages

Why Would You
Choose This?

Expectations with 3-Point
Scale
Teacher can recognize
partial compliance with
value/expectation
Reports clearly show where
success is happening with
respect to value/expectation

The most thinking and
decision making required
when awarding points
More mouse clicks to award
as compared to Points-Only

Lack of subjectivity in
determining if student
demonstrated a
value/expectation …cannot
recognize partial compliance
with a value/expectation
This can be a great fit for a
school that is very early in
the rollout of PBIS. It also
may fit better for schools
that want to do many
frequent recognitions since
there is fewer mouse clicks
and less thinking necessary.

You want to recognize
behavior by
value/expectation, but want
to keep it simple.

You want to recognize
behavior by
value/expectation, but want
to give teachers the ability
to award on a scale so that
students are more likely to
receive some points as
opposed to no points.

*You can have up to 7 expectations.

Helpful tip: Each school awards points in their own unique way. You’ll have to decide which option is best for your school, staff,
students, and PBIS initiative. None of our schools are alike. Which is why we have 3 different options to choose from. The chart is
just information that we have gathered from speaking with schools using PBIS Rewards over the years.

Please feel free to reach out to the PBIS Rewards support team if you have any questions about this.
https://support.pbisrewards.com/help/

